
Examining the Pipework
Reviewing Pipeline’s UX



Problem Space
Pipeline is a growing community for 
passionate streamers to reroute their 
passion into a career.  

However, since the site and its various 
communities are still in development, 
we can examine pain points with its 
current infrastructure and 
recommend design changes. 

The next planned launch is in 
August.



Assumptions
• Particularly focusing on the flow 

of a new user to Pipeline 

• Assuming as streamers, most 
users are familiar with 
technology use 

• Users want to acquaint 
themselves with most-all 
communication channels to get 
most value from the service



Membership Checkout

Recurring Provely popups are slightly distracting to the signup experience 
Don’t seem credible/accurate to real-time signup dates → invokes distrust



Membership Checkout: Pre-Discount Code

Perhaps set Expiration Date 
fields side-by-side rather than 
directly on top of each other? 

Dropdown natures of both fields 
+ brevity (00, 0000 digits) make 
full field unnecessary



Membership Checkout: Post-Discount Code



Membership Checkout: Post-Discount Code



Pain Points: Membership Checkout
• Payment Method disappears 

altogether after adding discount code 

• Discount code does not auto-scroll up 
to top to confirm price changes 

• Error messages do not appear except 
for email until after clicking SUBMIT 
button 

• Asterisks next to fields to indicate 
required content are not visibly 
obvious



Recommendations: Membership Checkout

Payment Method disappears 
altogether after adding discount code 

Discount code does not auto-scroll up 
to top to confirm price changes 

Error messages do not appear except 
for email until after clicking SUBMIT 

Asterisks next to fields to indicate 
required content are not visibly 
obvious

Keep payment method so users can still enter 
payment info for lasting service post-trial 
(PRIORITY: LOW) 

Auto-scroll immediately to top of page following 
discount code insertion  
(PRIORITY: HIGH) 

Allow for more immediate, in-field error feedback  
(PRIORITY: MED-HIGH) 

Place asterisks next to field titles rather than at 
end of field boxes 
(PRIORITY: LOW)



Onboarding Email & Redirect

Redirects to My Account page



Onboarding Email & Redirect



Recommendations: Onboarding & Redirect

First email link user receives links 
to My Account page post-login 

Redirect link to Playbook or a “guided homepage” 
so users can immediately get into content 
(PRIORITY: MED)  

Allow for a first-time, optional modal guide/
tutorial through site and various functions 
(PRIORITY: HIGH)



The Playbook

Progress bar doesn’t 
feel visually distinct 
enough from SEE 
MORE button



The Playbook

Hierarchy is confusing here: 

Green triangles can be 
mistake for expandable 
dropdown symbols 

Modules and Playbook 
sections don’t seem 
connected between each 
other



The Playbook

Green checkboxes indicate these are 
already checked off, when these could 
easily be things that the user hasn’t touched 
yet (little system-driven direction on where 
to start)



Pain Points: The Playbook
• Progress bar doesn’t feel visually 

distinct enough 

• Module and Playbook sidebar 
hierarchy is confusing 

• Your Next Steps provides 
instruction without much 
system-driven guidance/
motivation, visually misleading 
due to static green checkboxes



Recommendations: The Playbook
Progress bar doesn’t feel 
visually distinct enough 

Module and Playbook sidebar 
hierarchy is confusing 

Your Next Steps provides 
instruction without much 
system-driven guidance/
motivation, visually misleading 
due to static green checkboxes

Can change fill color of bar to be different from 
SEE MORE button; show a percentage/completed 
proportion number in bar to visually clarify 
(PRIORITY: LOW) 

Replace green triangles with other symbol 
(checkboxes?); create sidebar hierarchy to be 

expandable from Playbook ▼ Module 
(PRIORITY: HIGH) 

Allow users to either manually click to check off 
list items (have steps be clickable links that 
redirect to appropriate destination) OR 
implement it to auto-check off items by verifying 
(like how Discord server verifies members) 
(PRIORITY: LOW)



Example: Khan Academy

Icons help 
distinguish 
between types 
of learning 
modules (video, 
document, etc)

Breadcrumbs to 
navigate 
through courses, 
lessons, and 
modules

Subtitles and transcripts not only help users with 
visual confirmation with what they’re hearing but 
can provide assistive, accessible feedback for 
users who may be hearing-impaired



Example: Udemy

Subtitles and transcripts not only help users with 
visual confirmation with what they’re hearing but 
can provide assistive, accessible feedback for 
users who may be hearing-impaired

Icons help distinguish 
between types of 
learning modules 
(video, document, 
etc)

+/- icons and color 
sectioning help 
distinguish 
expandable 
sections



The Playbook: Content
Some fields for writing answers seem appropriately sized; others feel very long compared to the question 
being asked (shorter answers could suggest to the user their answer isn’t “good enough”) 

Would players like the option to be able to print out the Playbook and write or type out an answer they can 
edit/see later?  (PRIORITY: LOW) - would likely take longer to be able to implement, would also want to test



Forums
The recent switch over to using 
Discourse actually looks pretty 
alright. A lot of sites use Discourse, 
some of which include: 

• The Atlantic 

• Eve Online 

• Code Academy 

• Envato 

• Glowforge 

• Twitter Developers 

• Patreon



Forums: Points of Consideration
• The GENERAL category’s orange 

color could confuse users with the 
orange selected highlight for Latest/
Top/Bookmarks 

• Curious about reasoning for having 
“Latest” column show latest posts 
across all categories - many other 
forums (Codeacademy, EVE Online) 
have forum content as one column 
to summarize # of topics & latest 
posts per category)

Pipeline Codeacademy



Discord Server
The Discord is also set up well. 

One point that I mentioned to 
Stephen in a previous call (using 
emojis to separate categories) has 
since been implemented.



Communities Notes (Discord + Forums)
• Mentioned in an earlier call that email 

about joining Discord (with very helpful 
instructions) doesn’t come in until 2 days 
after joining - b/c joining Discord servers is 
so simple, would recommend making more 
visible → earlier email OR instructions 
pinned in forums? Checklist in Playbook? 

• Would like some kind of pinned post/
Google Sheet for service providers so users 
are able to look/compare at a glance (eg. 
some designers might only design certain 
types of assets, or are only available for 
commission at certain dates)



Smaller Items of Note
• Unsure if “non-crappy” phrasing 

for newsletter modal is necessary 
here 

• Black shadow against orange-red 
gradient background looks 
slightly jarring for these hovers on 
the ABOUT page (Learn More)



Overall Takeaways: High-Priority
• Auto-scrolling to top of page after 

subscription price has been 
updated 

• Optional (skippable) modal 
tutorial to guide new users 
through site functions 

• Clearer sidebar hierarchy between 
Playbook Pillars and Modules



Overall Takeaways: Mid-Priority
• Immediate error feedback on 

form fields to not interrupt 
natural user flow before clicking 
SUBMIT button 

• First link users receive in 
confirmation email might either 
want to be Playbook OR make it 
clearer in conf. Email that link 
redirects to account settings (and 
why)



Overall Takeaways: Low-Priority
• Keep payment method so users can still 

enter payment info for lasting service 
post-trial 

• Place required field asterisks next to 
field titles rather than at end of field 
boxes 

• Turn credit card number Expiration 
Date fields into two columns, possibly 
group closer with CVC security code 
field 

• Change fill color of progress bar to be 
different from SEE MORE button; show 
a percentage/completed proportion 
number in bar to visually clarify 

• Allow checklist in Playbook to be 
manually clickable so users can keep 
track of steps, or have system auto-
complete once requirements are 
satisfied 

• Web-functional version of Playbook, 
fillable forms



Thank you!
Questions?


